
Slalom works alongside customers to assess cloud capability maturity focused on the core pillars of strategy, finance, development, 
architecture, operations, and information security. Our Discovery and Foundation engagement builds on the cloud maturity assessment 
results and establishes the processes, controls, automation, and skills customers need to govern, develop, and operate in the cloud. 
We leverage templates to prescribe cloud principles and standards as well as to design the cloud infrastructure scaffolding. 
Environment blueprints leveraging Infrastructure as Code (IaC) assets infuse security and compliance into the toolchain, design an 
operating model, and stand up a Cloud Center of Excellence (CCoE), creating a foundation upon which the cloud journey can safely 
continue.

Cloud Center of Excellence 
Establish a core full-stack and multi-
disciplinary team to build and manage the 
cloud capabilities the business demands.

Workload Placement Optimization 
Minimize risk and optimize costs with a 
decision and policy framework for placing 
various application workloads

Security & Compliance Model
Design security governance model and tooling 
based on requirements and industry control 
frameworks.

Infrastructure as Code & DevOps Tooling 
Automate environment deployment using 
foundational templates with reusable 
architecture components.

Benefits
Slalom brings a tried and tested approach to help customers reap the transformational benefits of cloud, while maintaining their 
security stances and operating models.

Financial institutions are seeking innovation, cost reduction, and speed to market, but some lack the right level of governance in the 
cloud. A cloud journey often begins with a Proof of Concept (PoC) to test new services. Without governance, this exploration can lead to 
PoC sprawl, whereby IT departments lose visibility of who is using the cloud for what purpose and whether the deployment is 
compliant. Slalom customers come in all sizes, but most, if not all, are facing challenges with visibility into cloud environments, 
specifically what they are being used for, how much they cost, and what risk they might pose. Slalom can help organizations in any 
phase of their cloud journey, whether they are new to cloud or already embracing artificial intelligence.

Slalom on AWS

Challenges
Build a safe foundation for your cloud journey 

Slalom Cloud Governance Offering
Establish the required skills, processes, and automation 
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A successful cloud journey predicated on appropriate governance



Methodology and Deliverables

Slalom on AWS
Slalom is an APN Premier Consulting Partner and has achieved AWS Financial Services Competency. Competency 
Partners have demonstrated technical proficiency and proven customer success.

Get started with Slalom
Contact AWS and Slalom to know more about the offering 

Case Study: Implementing of a cloud architecture foundation 

Slalom | A Successful Cloud Journey Predicated on Appropriate Governance

Challenges
Slalom recently supported the cloud 
journey of one of the largest global 
asset managers (trillions AUM with 
operations in multiple countries) as it 
sought to transform into a leading 
technology firm within the financial 
industry.

Solutions
To support the implementation of a 
cloud architecture foundation, Slalom 
tailored IaC assets to stand up the 
design, developed a governance 
model, and designed a cloud 
governance process and CoE to 
manage the adoption of cloud 
services.

Results
Slalom tailored process flows across four 
focus areas (Cloud Planning, Request 
Fulfillment, Cloud Consumption, and 
Cloud Service Lifecycle) and delivered a 
comprehensive project roadmap to 
mature toward a self-service DevSecOps-
oriented cultural shift. 

Consulting Brief

Methodology
• Business: Review business plans, build the financial case, quantify benefits, and align stakeholders
• Organization: Define the skills needed by the organization to adopt the new cloud platform
• Platform: Create target state architecture to inform blueprints and the roadmap for success
• Security: Define the security, governance, and risk management required to achieve a compliant,

secure environment
• Operations: Design the process and guidance tools for optimal operational service management
• Development: Plan how to deliver software, IT, and business value

Deliverables

• Business: Document of defined cloud principles and standards, business case, and realization plan
• Organization: Talent gap analysis
• Platform: Application classification and prioritization for migration
• Platform: Landing Zone cloud infrastructure and migration tool design
• Security: Cloud security and compliance model
• Operations: Cloud operating model and CCoE design
• Operations: Assessment of change and leadership landscape

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000NaBI0IAN&source=Solution%20Space



